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ABSTRACT 
During the past few years, in comparison to traditional riveted structures, integral 
metallic skin stringer structures have played more and more important roles in 
aircraft design due to the fact they are economical and also have the ability to 
reduce weight.  Their wide application in aircraft, especially large integral 
structures is limited because of the fact that they have shortcomings in damage 
tolerance performance. Hence, calculating the crack growth lives and improving 
the damage tolerance performance of integral structures by selecting appropriate 
materials or choosing rational structures is a critical work.  Therefore the purpose 
of this thesis is to find effective analysis methods of integral metallic skin-stringer 
panels for the use in engineering. 
There are two important steps in crack growth lives calculation: Stress intensity 
factor (SIF) calculation and crack growth calculation. Both shell element models 
(2D) and three dimensional element models (3D) are built separately to get SIF 
results through the displacement extrapolation method (DE) using the ABAQUS.  
During the second step, both Paris law and AFGROW tabular input are used to 
represent crack growth rates and taken into the life prediction. Three integral 
metallic skin-stringer panels machined from monolithic aluminium alloys are 
under investigation with two kinds of materials 2024-T351and 2027-T351. Cracks 
are beginning from central panel with broken stiffener. Then they grow straight 
along the skin up to a certain length. When the cracks reach the joint region, it 
will grow in panel and stiffener respectively. Constant amplitude loads are applied 
to each specimen, material properties and experimental results regarding the 
structures are also provided. The results of the calculation show that these 
methods are all suitable for SIF calculation.  
New interactive procedure method is used in SIF calculation. 2D model is built in 
this new method. In this process, both SIF values of panel and stiffener are 
calculated when the crack reach the stiffener.  Then given a certain cycles, crack 
growth at both stiffener and panel will be calculated.  New model could be built 
with new crack at panel and stiffener, and SIF values can be calculated. 
Repeating this work until the crack crosses the stiffener. Although the method is 
time consuming, the result is more accurate than 2D model. 
ii 
The author also involved in a Group Design Program (GDP) on conceptual 
design phase of a 200-seats Flying-wing aircraft. During the period, the author 
was in charge of the market analysis, 3D view and also took part in structure 
layout, which would be introduced in appendix.  
Keywords: Stress intensity factor, Crack growth, Skin-stringer panels, 
Displacement extrapolation method 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Back ground 
Typical riveted skin-stringers structures have been introduced in aircraft 
fuselage assemblies since the 1940’s, and then widely used in many parts of 
the aircraft (as shown in Figure 1-1). It seems that it is difficult to get significant 
improvement in this technology because of the advancement made during the 
last century. Integral skin-stringer structures which make skin and stringers as a 
continuum are suitable to change the situation, even though they are poor at 
damage tolerance performance. Compared with the conventional riveted 
structures, integral skin-stringer structures have many advantages, such as 
lower weight and lower cost to manufacture. It is worthy of note that, fewer 
components mean they are easy to inspect and no holes in riveted joints 
improve fatigue crack initiation life. 
 
 
Figure 1-1 Locations of stringer panels in the aircraft 
NASA began Integral Airframe Structures (IAS) Program to develop integral 
metallic structures in 1966 [1]. The purpose of the program was to design and 
test structures which were lower in price than the current structures and 
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improvement in structural weight and performance. The IAS program obtained 
satisfactory results with the improvement and the application of integrally 
stiffened fuselage structure. The configuration of integral aircraft fuselage 
structure and conventional fuselage structure are compared in Figure 1-2. 
 
 
Figure 1-2 Integral aircraft structure and conventional structure [1] 
In recent years, the technology of design, analysis integral structures have 
become one of the key technologies for the widespread use of the integral 
metallic skin-stringer structures in the aerospace field. Two different methods 
are used in order to optimize the damage tolerance performance of the integral 
skin-stringer panels. The first one is to apply new alloy materials with lower 
crack propagation rate and higher fracture toughness. Another one is to design 
or optimize new structure conformation. In order to achieve the latter objective, 
many researchers have been done research to develop efficient and reliable 
methods to improve the damage tolerance performance of integral skin-stringer 
panels [2].  
1.2 Aim and objectives 
Since the lack of damage tolerance behaviour, the life expectancy becomes 
especially important to the integral metallic skin-stringer panels. The purpose of 
this paper is to find an effective way for fatigue crack growth life prediction in 
integral metallic skin-stringer panels for the use in engineering. To achieve this 
purpose, panels with different aluminium alloys and shapes were analyzed 
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using finite element method by ABAQUS to calculate various stress intensity 
factors at different crack length. Then the life of the panels could be computed 
using several methods, and these results were compared with published 
experimental results to check the rationality of the calculation process. 
The first objective is to study published theory and learn the methods about SIF 
calculation and crack growth live prediction.  
The second one is to compute SIF values of three integral panels using 
displacement extrapolation methods, then get crack growth lives. 
The third one is to compare the results with published test results to determine 
the feasibility of this method.  
1.3 Outline of thesis 
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction of the background of this thesis including the 
development from the skin-stringers riveted structures to integral structures.  
Chapter 2 introduces the advantages of integral structures and methods to 
improve them. Several finite element methods for modelling the integral skin-
stringer panels were also introduced, which agreed well with theoretical or 
experimental results.  
Chapter 3 describes several methods used in SIF calculation and life prediction; 
focus on methods used in this article.  
Chapter 4 gives the results of the calculation of 3 panels.  At first, several 
methods were used in middle crack tension geometry to calculate the values of 
stress intensity factor. After comparison, Displacement extrapolation method 
was chosen for the SIF calculation of skin-stringer panels. And all the SIF 
results and life prediction were presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 discusses some of the difficulties encountered in the calculation 
process. 
Chapter 6 is the conclusions of the thesis and also illustrates some 
recommendations for the future work. 
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During this year, the author also took part in the Students’ Group Design Project 
of a conceptual design of a Flying-wing aircraft. This is a new kind of 250-seat 
commercial aircraft, mainly used in the international air transport market. The 
author was the coordinator of the market analysis and 3D drawing, besides the 
author also took part in the work of structure layout. The detail is presented in 
Appendix A. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Design of Integral Structures 
According to NASA’s research, “About a third of the airlines' direct operating 
cost (DOC) of an airplane is associated with the manufacturing cost, which is 
probably the most critical competitive parameter with regard to market share”[3]. 
It means that it is an effective way to cut down the manufacturing cost to reduce 
the acquisition cost of an aircraft. The skin-stringers riveted structures have 
been used in aircraft fuselage for more than 60 years. These kind of riveted 
structures have advantages in damage tolerance performance and also fail-safe, 
since stringers gives another path for load passing, which delays the speed of 
crack growth.  But this kind of design makes it difficult to reduce in cost 
significantly because they are highly refined and mature with associated 
construction details and fabrication processes. Nevertheless, metallic structure 
is well proved, and it will likely retain extensive metallic production capability 
and skills in the foreseeable future. Hence, the conception of designing 
renewed large integral metallic skin-stringer panels for aircraft fuselage for low 
acquisition cost and the emergence of high speed machining is imminent. A 
typical integral structure made by NASA’s ISA program shows in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1 Typical integral fuselage [3] 
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The results were exciting when machined integral structures were taken into 
Boeing 747 fuselage. It was found to be superior in terms of part count and cost, 
and almost equivalent in terms of weight when compared with riveted structure. 
These results are summarized in Table 2-1 [1]. 
Table 2-1 Results of riveted and integral panels [1] 
Factor Riveted Panel 
Integral 
Panel 
Integral 
Change From 
Riveted 
Target 
Savings Over 
Riveted 
Number of 
Parts 
78 7 91% reduction 50% 
Weight 179 pounds 186 pounds 4% increase Neutral 
Estimated 
Cost 
$33,000 $14,000 58% reduction 25% 
2.2 Comparison of riveted and integral structures 
It is necessary to investigate the integral panels in details in order to ascertain 
the possible high benefits over riveted panels. 
Figure 2-2 below gives the difference between conventional riveted stringer 
fuselage panel and the new integral skin-stringer fuselage panel. Figure 2-3 
describes the riveted stringer panel and the integral skin-stringer panel. 
 
Figure 2-2  Structure of riveted panel and integral fuselage panel [3] 
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Figure 2-3  Riveted stringer panel and integral stringer panel [4] 
Nesterenko [4] compared the damage tolerance behaviour of integrally skin-
stringer structures and riveted structures, and gave the pros and cons as follow: 
For riveted stringer panel, the pro is offering fail safety for the hard of crack 
going to the stiffener. The cons are causing premature initiation of fatigue 
cracks, thousands of fasteners to be used and the fact that they are difficult to 
manufacture and inspect. 
For integral stringer panel, the pro are reducing part count and structural 
complexity, automated processing and improving visual inspection capability. 
The cons are lacking of redundant structural members, lacking of damage 
tolerance behaviour and increasing crack growth rates in heat affected zones. 
2.3 Improvement of Integral Structures 
In order to optimize the damage tolerance performance of integral metallic 
structures, two particular aspects should be considered. 
The first one is developing new kinds of materials with a better fracture 
toughness property [5].  Although the 7000 series aluminium alloys have 
sensational mechanical performance, toughness sharp reduction at low 
temperatures which is especially dangerous for the integral metallic structures 
 8 
limits its use. Since 2000 series aluminium alloys are not so sensitive to very 
low temperature, they can be exploited to overcome the disadvantage.  
Another one is designing or optimizing structures. In recent years, researchers 
analysed many different methods for the structure design optimization. It is an 
effective way to save the time and money for the prototype building through the 
development of methods to simulate the crack growth behaviour of the 
components. Retarders of crack growth, which are bonded to integral metallic 
panels, were investigated in order to overcome the lack of a fail safety 
performance. In order to create a failsafe design feature, a hybrid structure 
bonding two different materials together is created in critical zone [6]. These 
bonded straps still have some disadvantages, even though they have 
advantages in delaying the fatigue crack growth. Another way for optimization is 
to reduce crack growth speed in the integral panels through the investigation of 
the optimized shapes. Stringers which play important roles in the damage 
tolerance behaviour of integral panels are the most promising fields to analysis 
[7]. According to the research, the stress intensity factor (SIF) decreases when 
the crack approaches a stiffener and it increases when the stiffener has been 
crossed. The overall result is the crack grows slow, because the crack growth 
depends on SIF variation. Besides, stiffeners increase T-stress, which may 
cause crack turning. Hence, it is important to build an effective model to 
describe the SIF evolution during the crossing of the stiffener, in an accurate 
way. 
A phenomenon must be taken seriously enough, crack turning. It is considered 
to be an important way to Prevent crack propagation. This phenomenon is most 
likely to happen in thin narrow fuselage skin, and has also been tested in 
Boeing 707, as shown in Figure 2-4 [8].  Swift [9, 10] observed this 
phenomenon in cylindrical plates. Pettit [11] did the research on crack turning in 
riveted panels. 
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Figure 2-4  Crack turning and flapping in Boeing 707 test [8] 
2.4 Model approach 
During the last 20 years, SIF in cracked stiffened panels have been calculated 
in many studies. Several authors [12, 13, and 14] did their research on 
structures involving cracks in infinite and semi-infinite panels with integral 
stiffeners. According to their results, the effect of nearby boundaries should be 
taken seriously into account through numerical methods.  
The finite element method (FEM) together with strain energy release rate 
method and the crack tip opening displacement method were used to calculate 
SIF for riveted stiffened cracked panels [15]. Utukuri [16] applied the complex 
variable method together with compatible deformations to finite stiffened 
structures through boundary collocation method. 
Moreira and Pastrama [17] built three-dimensional (3D) models to calculate SIF 
for two plates using finite element method. They did the work on a through the 
thickness central crack plate at the beginning. The SIF along the thickness 
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direction of the panel was calculated, and compared with the literature [18] and 
2D finite element analysis. The results showed that the SIF at mid-plane in 3D 
model were higher than 2D SIF except for very thick plates, in which they were 
comparable, when thickness was less than half crack length. Similar results 
were also achieved by Kwon [19].  
They then calculated the SIF for a double-stiffened integral panel with uniform 
traction load (cross section as Figure 2-5). The crack tip was defined as A, B 
respectively, and J-Integral technique was used in SIF calculation for both crack 
tips. 
 
Figure 2-5  Cross section of the integral panel [17] 
During their calculation, some values of SIF were negative in the back layer 
(elements opposite to the stiffener surface). This was caused by negative y
values (Figure 2-6). 
 
Figure 2-6  Variation of the opening stress [17] 
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The conclusion of the article [17] gave two important suggestions: First, for the 
unbroken stiffener panel, the SIF results from the back layer (elements opposite 
to the stiffener) were the best agreement with results of compounding technique. 
Second, for the broken stiffener panel, the SIF results from the middle layer 
were the best agreement with results of compounding technique. Although the 
results are exciting and helpful in SIF calculation using 3D models, one key 
important technology about SIF evolution during the crossing of the stiffener is 
not mentioned in the paper. 
Two methods to calculate the behaviour of integrally metallic skin-stringer 
structures of crack growth were introduced by Fossati and Colombo [20], which 
agreed well with experimental results. The first one was a finite element model 
but no constraints on crack front, which meant that the shape of the crack front 
would modify automatically during the growth of the crack. Given a fixed cycles, 
the growth on every point depended on the local SIF K. The second one was a 
finite element model with line crack front, which meant that the growth of the 
crack with a linear front. The value of K would no longer modify the figure of the 
front but the propagation speed. 
According to the results of the first method, the crack front was far from the 
straight configuration, Figure 2-7, while the K value was only a slightly bigger 
than the mean values of the straight configuration. This meant that only a slight 
difference in propagation rates for those two methods before the crack reached 
the stringer. The first method reflected the crack growth behaviour profoundly 
and improved the accuracy in estimation of the fatigue life of the panel. 
However, the approach was complex and spent a lot of time. Especially when 
the crack was near the stringer, sudden change in thickness might cause 
numerical problems in automatic propagation.  
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Figure 2-7  Crack front shape [20] 
When the crack went into the stringer zone, the front shape shown as Figure 2-
8, and the use of second method might cause a significant error. The sudden 
increase of the section caused a decrease of K values. 
 
Figure 2-8  Crack front shape in stringer zone [20] 
In order to solve the problem of inaccuracy SIF data of the stringer, three 
different methods were assumed in the article [20]: “Full stringer”, “Half stringer” 
and “one third stringer”, which were distinguished by the steps taken into 
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account inside the stringers. The final results showed that the “one third stringer” 
model is better than the other, as Figure 2-9.  The author suggested that 
ignoring the step of the crack front in the entry of stringer could get a better 
result except an accurate simulation of the crack front could be done. 
 
Figure 2-9  Comparison of crack growth behaviour [20] 
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3 Methodology 
This chapter introduces the analysis methods for SIF calculation and crack 
growth life prediction for integral stiffened panels.  
There are three possible forms of classic mode [21]. Three types of mode 
tensile mod shear mode and tearing mode are shown in Figure 3-1. In this 
thesis, all the SIF evaluations are using Mode I. 
 
Figure 3-1  Fracture modes 
3.1  Method of SIF calculation 
3.1.1 Stress extrapolation method [22] 
Stress extrapolation method is show to be a direct method to get stress intensity 
factor using Finite element analysis software. A sufficiently fine mesh is required 
in the vicinity of the crack, and the theory can be described briefly. 
It is very easy to get stress yi  and the corresponding coordinates ir  from finite 
element analysis software. Schematic diagram of stress distribution at the crack 
tip is shown in Figure 3-2, K is the stress intensity factor at the crack tip 
corresponding to the value of r = 0. 
For each yi , the equation is, 
KIi = σyi  2πri (3-1) 
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Figure 3-2  Stress around the crack tip 
Suppose the relationship between ir and iK   are linear, another equation can be 
deduced. 
KI =Ar+B (3-2) 
When r=0, K 

K (r=0) =B. 
According to least square method, the result of equation below should be Min. 
S=  𝐾𝐼𝑖 − 𝐾 𝐼𝑖 
2
=  𝐴𝑟𝑖 + 𝐵 − 𝐾𝐼𝑖 
2 
(3-3) 
Then the equations are, 
𝜕𝑆
∂A
=2  𝐴𝑟𝑖 + 𝐵 − 𝐾𝐼𝑖 
2 𝑟𝑖 = 0 
(3-4) 
𝜕𝑆
∂B
=2  𝐴𝑟𝑖 + 𝐵 − 𝐾𝐼𝑖 = 0 
(3-5) 
Solve two equations above, 
A =
 𝑟𝑖  𝐾𝐼𝑖 − 𝑁 𝑟𝑖𝐾𝐼𝑖
  𝑟𝑖 2 − 𝑁 𝑟𝑖2
 
(3-6) 
 
KI ≈ B =
 𝑟𝑖  𝑟𝑖𝐾𝐼𝑖 −  𝑟𝑖
2  𝐾𝐼𝑖
  𝑟𝑖 2 −𝑁 𝑟𝑖2
 
(3-7) 
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B is equal to stress intensity factor. 
3.1.2 Displacement extrapolation method [22] 
Displacement extrapolation is another direct method in SIF calculation.  The 
significant advantage is that it can get more accurate results than Stress 
extrapolation method, because displacement is the primary variable in most 
finite element analysis software and stress is linked to displacement through 
stress. The same as Stress extrapolation method, the relationship between 
displacement and distance can be calculated, as show in Figure 3-3. 
 
Figure 3-3  Displacement around the crack tip 
The equation can be derivate as below, 
KIi =
2𝜇
𝜅 + 1
𝑣𝑖 
2𝜋
𝑟𝑖
 
(3-8) 
Where,  is the Shear modulus.  is the Expansion modulus. i is the 
displacement for point i . 
In plane strain situation,  =3-4 . 
In plane stress situation,  =




1
3
. 
  is Poisson’s ratio. 
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The data near the crack tip are not correct, which is the main reason of the error 
caused. Several points near the crack tip should be deleted. Figure 3-4[22] 
explains the reason of getting rid of several points around the crack tip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4  Results of displacement extrapolation 
3.1.3 J-integral method 
J-integral is a parameter to deal with Non-linear fracture problem which is 
proposed by Rice [23].  J-integral is less dependent on crack tip stress 
singularity for it is based on the concept of conservation of energy, which 
means there is no need to do special treatment on the mesh around crack tip. 
As shown in Figure 3-5, the equation of J-integral is  
. 
 
Figure 3-5  Counterclockwise loop around the crack tip 
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J =   wdx2 − Ti
∂ui
∂xi
 ds
Γ
 
(3-9) 
Where w is the strain energy density, iT is the traction vector, iu is the 
displacement vector, ds is an element of arc along the integration contour. 
3.2 Life prediction Methods  
The fatigue life as a whole can be divided into three parts: crack initiation, crack 
propagation, and final failure. Several conventional fatigue analysis methods 
are used in first phase life estimation such as the S-N curve approach and detail 
fatigue rating approach. A small crack is assumed in the beginning of fatigue life 
calculation. Although the small flaw may not be fracture critical under static 
loads, it will gradually increase under cyclic loads. Therefore, the ability of the 
prediction of a component under cyclic loads becomes particularly important. 
During the crack propagation process, stress intensity factor plays a decisive 
role. It is assumed that the crack growth rate is determined by the stress 
intensity factor range, and different cracks have same rate of propagation if they 
have the same stress intensity factor. Thus, the crack propagation rate, dNda , 
has the relationship with stress intensity factor range, 
∆K=𝐾max − Kmin  (3-10) 
𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 = 𝑓(∆𝐾) (3-11) 
3.2.1 Paris Equation 
Paris, etc were the first to find the relationship between the crack growth rate 
and the SIF, and began to compare it with test data [24]. They gave the 
equation in the following form: 
𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶 ∆𝐾 𝑛  (3-12) 
This is Paris law, where C and n were constants related to the material.  
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3.2.2 Forman’s Equation 
Forman’s law is also a kind of life prediction method, which considers the mean 
stress effect of a fatigue stress cycle [25]. The equation is in the following form: 
da
dN
=
C ∆K n
 1 − R Kc − ∆K
 
(3-13) 
Where R= maxmin SS  reflects the mean stress effect. cK is the fracture toughness 
which describes the effect when 
IK near to ICK . 
As the result of fatigue testing experience, thK  is also related to the stress 
ratio and material property. Hence, Forman’s equation can be modified as 
follow: 
da
dN
=
C ∆K − ∆Kth  
n
 1 − R Kc − ∆K
 
(3-14) 
3.2.3 NASGRO Equation 
NASGRO equation is another formula which is often used in crack growth 
analysis [26]. The equation is in the following form:  
da
dN
= C   
1 − f
1 − R
 ∆K 
n  1 −
∆Kth
∆K
 
p
 1 −
Kmax
KIe
 
q 
(3-15) 
Where R is the stress ratio. K is the stress intensity factor range. p, n, q and C 
are constants. f is the Newman closure function, given as: 
f =
Kop
Kmax
=  
max⁡(R,  A0 + A1R + A2R
2 + A3R
3)
A0 + A1R
 
R ≥ 0
−2 ≤ R ≤ 0
 
(3-16) 
Where, 
𝐴0= 0.825 − 0.34α + 0.05α
2  cos  
π
2
Smax
σ0
   
(3-17) 
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𝐴1= 0.415 − 0.071α 
Smax
σ0
 
(3-18) 
𝐴2=1-𝐴0-𝐴1-𝐴3 (3-19) 
𝐴3=2𝐴0+𝐴1-1 (3-20) 
thK  is the threshold SIF: 
∆𝐾th =
∆K0  
a
a+a0
 
0.5
 
1−f
 1−A0  1−R 
 
 1+Cth R 
 
(3-21) 
Where 0a is the intrinsic crack length, a is the crack length, α is Plane 
stress/strain constraint factor, 0K is the threshold intensity factor, and thC is the 
empirical constant. 
A typical crack growth curve is illustrated in Figure 3-6, which describes crack 
growth rate dNda /  versus SIF range. 
 
Figure 3-6  Crack growth rate curve [27] 
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3.3 Methods used in this article 
3.3.1 SIF calculation of ABAQUS 
In this article, software ABAQUS is used for SIF calculation. The whole data 
input includes Part, property, load and so on. The modules of ABAQUS are 
described in the Figure 3-7. 
 
Figure 3-7  Modules in ABAQUS/CAE  
A brief introduction about SIF calculation through ABAQUS was as follows: 
1. Create the model in ABAQUS (input dimension data). 
2. Input material data including elasticity, and Poisson’s ratio for the panel 
in the property module, and also define the thickness in section choice. 
3. Establish an independent assembly of the part in the Assembly module. 
4. Make a step for the ABAQUS analysis in the Step module. 
5. Choose elements type, and then create the mesh of the panel. 
6. Add boundary conditions and load. 
7. Submit the job to write a”*.inp” file. 
8. Modify the”*.inp” document; add some output information, including the 
displacement and coordinate of the crack edge points. 
9. submit the”*.inp” document in command window to get the displacement 
and coordinate. 
10. Calculate the SIF of the panel using DE method. 
The process of SIF calculation through ABAQUS is presented in the Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8  Flowchart of SIF calculation 
Considering the load always changes in different situation, the geometry factor  
  is always used for any stresses to describe the stress intensity conditions 
instead of K. It is calculated using the following formula: 
β=
K
σ πa
 
(3-22) 
Where, a is half crack length,  is remote stress. 
During all above calculation, the crack growth rate in the skin and stiffeners was 
supposed to be the same when the crack tip reaches the stiffener. But the real 
situation is not always the same, and the assumption may cause less accurate 
results. 
3.3.2 New procedure 
Considering the potential problem, a new interactive procedure is applied in SIF 
calculation. In this situation, crack growth rate in the skin and stiffeners was not 
assumed to be the same. Instead, they will be calculated respectively, and then 
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the crack grows separately, it is show as Figure 3-9. The flow chart of the whole 
process is show as Figure 3-10. 
 
Figure 3-9  Crack growth rate in the skin and stiffener 
 
Figure 3-10  Flow chart of the new method 
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Where, a1 is the half crack length at the panel, a2 is the crack length at the 
stiffener, K1 is the stress intensity factor corresponding to a1, K2 is the stress 
intensity factor corresponding to a2, N is load cycles. r is element size, △ a is 
crack increment after certain cycles, △ a1 is real increment accumulation in 
panel crack, △ a2 is real increment accumulation in stiffener crack, b1 is margin 
of a1 after the crack propagation, b2 is margin of a2 after the crack propagation. 
A brief introduction of process of the flow chart is as follow: 
The calculation begins when the crack reaches the stiffener, and a1 and a2 are 
supposed to be cracks in panel and stiffener separately. Displacement 
extrapolation method is applied in stress intensity factor calculation, and K1 and 
K2 are calculated. Then, the crack growth rate da/dN at that point can be 
calculated through △ K -da/dN curve. For a certain cycles, the increment in 
panel and stiffener will be calculated separately. After that, the increment will be 
compared with element size r. If the increment is greater than r, then the crack 
will grow one grid size. If the increment is less than r, then the crack does not 
grow. The function of b1 and b2 are error correction. If the crack growth less 
than r, it will be ignored in next step SIF calculation. But it will be accumulated 
to the next crack growth.  
3.3.3 Analysis of Crack Growth Life 
AFGROW was used in the Crack Growth Life prediction. There are many built-
in models available for the user to choose. The user needs to choose crack 
cases and dimensions. The crack growth calculation process in AFGROW is 
below:  
1. Choose the proper geometry, defined as through crack and input plate 
length, crack length about the plate. 
2. Define the material while the predefined Tabular input is used in this 
analysis of crack growth models. 
3. Input the stress level, and retardation models are not applied during the 
whole process. 
4. Give the final crack length of the plate. 
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5. Calculate to get the results. 
The procedure of Crack Growth Life prediction is shown in Figure 3-11. 
Choose proper models
Input material properties
Initial crack length
Spectrum
User defined Belta values
Calculation Final crack length
Output
 
Figure 3-11  Flowchart of Crack Growth Life prediction procedure 
3.4 Middle crack tension geometry 
3.4.1 Description 
In order to choose a better method to calculate SIF values of integral structures, 
a simple example of a finite plate under tension is discussed in several methods. 
The width of the plate is W=300mm, initial crack length is 2a=105mm, and the 
stress is  =62.5Mpa. The geometry configuration is shown as Figure 3-12. 
Because it is a symmetry panel, and loading condition is also symmetry, only a 
quarter of the panel is used in model building. 
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Figure 3-12  Middle crack tension geometry 
It is easy to calculate the theoretical solution for the plate with the half crack 
length from 52.5mm to 92.5mm, using the formula below, and the results are 
presented in Table 3-1. 
β=
1
 cos  
πa
W
  
0.5 
(3-23) 
K=β ∙ σ ∙  π ∙ a (3-24) 
Table 3-1 Theoretical results of plate 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
52.5 27.489 
62.5 31.093 
72.5 35.022 
77.5 37.171 
82.5 39.483 
87.5 41.999 
92.5 44.768 
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3.4.2 Convergence test 
Half crack a= 82.5mm was taken in order to do the research to find out the 
relationship between Grid size and the accuracy in different calculation method. 
Grid size length cuts down gradually from 8mm to 2mm. The calculation results 
are in Table 3-2, and curves are drawn as Figure 3-13. 
Table 3-2  Convergence test results 
element 
size 
mm 
DE 
DE（remove 
points） 
J-integral Theoretical 
Results Error Results Error Results Error Result 
8 37.847 -4.14% 39.33 -0.39% 39.52 0.09% 
39.483 
5 38.404 -2.73% 39.40 -0.22% 39.52 0.09% 
4 38.648 -2.11% 39.46 -0.06% 39.51 0.07% 
2 39.161 -0.81% 39.50 0.04% 39.51 0.07% 
 
 
Figure 3-13  Curves of convergence test 
According to the test, element size 2mm is suitable for the SIF calculation when 
using DE method (remove two points around the crack tip) and J-integral 
method. 
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3.4.3 Displacement extrapolation results 
ABAQUS 6.10-1 was chosen for the model building. Considering the symmetry 
of the panel, a quarter of the structure was used in FE model. The element size 
around crack tip was 22 mm and the mesh is shown in Figure 3-14. There 
were 4122 elements with the element type is CPS8R. CPS is plane stress 
element and it is used in very thin structure. The final results are presented in 
Table 3-3. 
 
Figure 3-14  Mesh of the panel (DE method) 
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Table 3-3  SIF values with different crack length (DE method) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
52.5 27.480 
62.5 31.085 
72.5 35.020 
77.5 37.175 
82.5 39.497 
87.5 42.031 
92.5 44.821 
3.4.4 J-integral results 
ABAQUS 6.10-1 was chosen for the model building. Considering the symmetry 
of the structure, a quarter of the structure was used in FE model. The element 
size was also 2 2mm near the crack (1mm at crack tip), and the mesh was 
shown in Figure 3-15.There were 4114 elements with the element type is 
CPS8R. The calculation results are list in Table 3-4.  
 
Figure 3-15  Mesh of the panel (J-integral method) 
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Table 3-4  SIF values with different crack length (J-integral method) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
52.5 27.55 
62.5 31.14 
72.5 35.06 
77.5 37.21 
82.5 39.51 
87.5 42.05 
92.5 44.83 
3.4.5 Comparison 
The results of comparison with theoretical solution are shown in Table3-5, and 
curves are shown in Figure 3-16. 
Table 3-5  SIF results comparison 
Half-crack 
mm 
Theoretical 
solution 
J-integral method DE 
result error result error 
52.5 27.489 27.550 0.222% 27.480 -0.032% 
62.5 31.093 31.140 0.151% 31.085 -0.0253% 
72.5 35.022 35.060 0.094% 35.020 -0.006% 
77.5 37.171 37.210 0.105% 37.175 0.011% 
82.5 39.483 39.510 0.068% 39.497 0.035% 
87.5 41.999 42.050 0.121% 42.031 0.076% 
92.5 44.768 44.830 0.138% 44.821 0.118% 
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Figure 3-16  Curves of SIF results  
According to the Table 3-5, the results calculated by two methods are all 
acceptable for use in engineering, but displacement extrapolation method gets 
more accurate results than J-integral method. Although J-integral method has 
many advantages in SIF calculation, for example, it does not need close grids to 
get accurate results, the following two deficiencies limit its application in crack 
growth SIF calculation. First, it cannot get more accurate result by using fine 
mesh when reaching certain value. Second, you have to mesh the model once 
again after the crack growth. So, for the more complex integral structures, 
displacement extrapolation method is applied to compute SIF values. 
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4 Results 
4.1 Overview of configurations modelled in thesis 
Three integral stiffened structures are investigated in this thesis. Panel 1 and 
panel 2 are part of an ongoing Round Robin exercise organized by the ASTM 
Task Group E08.04.05. The first one is a 2024-T351 integral plate, with five 
stringers. The second one is 2027-T351 integral plate, with nine stringers. The 
third one is a very thin plate with only three stringers, and the material is also 
2024-T351. 
4.1.1 Structure Configurations 
4.1.1.1 Panel 1 configuration 
The first structure under investigation is an integral metallic skin-stringer panel, 
which is part of an ongoing Round Robin program organized by the ASTM Task 
Group E08.04.05. Panel 1 is a 2024-T351 panel with main dimensions 508 mm 
1270 mm and thickness of 38.1 mm. At the beginning, the initial crack length 
is 127 mm in the centre of the panel cross the central stringer. The final crack is 
near the second stringer with the crack length 293.4mm.In order to achieve the 
maximum stress 41.4MPa, an axial load with a ratio R=σmin /σmax =0.1 was 
exerted to the ends of the panel under displacement control. The overall 
dimensions are shown in Figure 4-1 (All dimensions in mm). Material properties 
are given in Table 4-1, provided by ASTM [28]. 
 
Figure 4-1  Geometry configuration of Panel 1 [28] 
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Table 4-1  Material properties of Alloy 2024-T351  
 
 Longitudinal Direction 
(L) 
 Transverse Direction 
(LT) 
 UTS [MPa]  490  485 
 YS [MPa]  388  342 
 % Elong  17.3  18.3 
4.1.1.2 Panel 2 configuration 
The Panel 2 is a 2027-T351 plate with main dimensions 490 mm 1000 mm 
and thickness of 23.9 mm. At the beginning, the initial crack length is 50 mm in 
a middle position through the central stringer while the final crack length is 
260mm. In order to get a maximum stress equal to 69.5MPa, an axial load with 
a ratio R=0.1 was exerted to the ends of the panel under displacement control. 
The overall dimensions are shown in Figure 4-2 (All dimensions in mm). 
Material properties are given in Table 4-2, provided by ASTM [28]. 
 
 
Figure 4-2  Geometry configuration of Panel 2 [28] 
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Table 4-2  Material properties of Alloy 2027-T351 
  
  Longitudinal Direction 
(L) 
  Transverse Direction 
(LT) 
  UTS [MPa]  494  471 
  YS [MPa]  375  334 
 % Elong  18.0  20.9 
4.1.1.3 Panel 3 configuration 
The Panel 3 is also a 2024-T351 plate with main dimensions 490 mm 590 mm 
and thickness of 4.79 mm. At the beginning, the initial crack length is 24 mm in 
a symmetrical position under the central stringer. In order to obtain a maximum 
stress equal to 100MPa, an axial load with a ratio R=0.1 was exerted to the 
ends of the panel under displacement control. The overall dimensions are 
shown in Figure 4-3 (All dimensions in mm) [33].  
 
Figure 4-3  Geometry configuration of Panel 3 [33] 
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4.1.2 Test Results 
4.1.2.1 Panel1 
The crack growth results of panel 1 were provided by the ASTM Round Robin 
organiser, and it was shown in Figure 4-4 [28]. 
 
Figure 4-4 Crack Growth Curve of Panel1  
4.1.2.2 Panel2 
The crack growth results of panel 2 were plotted in Figure 4-5 [28]. 
 
Figure 4-5 Crack Growth Curve of Panel2 
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4.1.2.3 Panel3 
The crack growth results of panel 3 were plotted in Figure 4-6 [33]. 
 
Figure 4-6 Crack Growth Curve of Panel3 
4.2 Panel 1 
The configuration of Panel1 is shown in Figure 4-1.The calculation is including 
SIF calculation and life prediction. 
4.2.1 2D Model 
4.2.1.1 Model building 
Considering the geometry and loading condition, only one fourth of the panel 
was modelled due to geometric symmetry. 
The plane was built at the central of the section of panel 1, as shown in Figure 
4-7.  
 
Figure 4-7  Placement of the shell reference surface  
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The FE package ABAQUS 6.10-1 was taken in model is building and SIF 
calculation. The load and boundary conditions was shown in Figure 4-8. A 
tensile load with the stress 41.4MPa was applied in Z direction on the top shell 
edge. Two types of boundary conditions were added into the geometry. In Y-Z 
symmetry, X displacements and Y and Z rotations were constrained. In X-Y 
symmetry, Z displacements and X and Y rotations were constrained except the 
crack location. 
 
Figure 4-8  2D model of Panel 1 (one quarter) 
4.2.1.2 Convergence test 
In order to get a proper grid size to do the calculation of panel 1, half crack a= 
63.5mm was taken to do the research to find out the relationship between grid 
size and the result using DE method. Grid size length would cut down gradually 
from 8mm to 1mm. The calculation results are list in Table 4-3, and curves are 
plotted in Figure 4-9. Considering both accuracy and time consuming, element 
size 2mm was taken in the calculation. 
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Table 4-3  Convergence test results of panel 1 (2D) 
r 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
8 19.072 
6 19.293 
4 19.576 
3 19.732 
2 19.881 
1 20.097 
 
 
Figure 4-9  Convergence test curve of panel 1 (2D) 
4.2.1.3 SIF result 
The mesh of panel 1 is shown in Figure 4-10. Altogether 5928 elements with the 
element type S8R were in the model. The element sizes were 2 mm near the 
crack tip fields and 6 mm in the other parts.  
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Figure 4-10  Mesh of panel 1 (2D) 
At first, the stress state and distribution was checked to confirm that the edge 
loads and constrains were correct. The stress diagram results are shown in 
Figure 4-11. 
Then, the SIF values were calculated at different crack lengths. The results are 
given in Table 4-4 and drawn in Figure 4-12.  
 
Figure 4-11  Stress distribution diagram of Panel 1 (2D) 
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Table 4-4  SIF values with different crack length of Panel1 (2D) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
  
63.5 19.881 1.062 
73.5 21.227 1.069 
83.5 22.832 1.078 
93.5 24.441 1.091 
103.5 26.072 1.106 
113.5 27.74 1.124 
123.5 29.46 1.144 
133.5 31.196 1.165 
143.5 32.823 1.183 
 
Figure 4-12  SIF curve of Panel 1 (2D) 
The geometry factor β values of different crack lengths are plotted in Figure 4-
13. It would be used in life prediction. 
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Figure 4-13  Geometry factor β curve of Panel 1 (2D) 
4.2.1.4 Crack Growth Life Prediction Results 
Paris law and AFGROW tabular input were used in life prediction. When using 
Paris law, C=0.534e-011 and n=3.9 were applied [29], and according to the 
Paris law equation d𝑎/𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶 ∆𝐾 𝑛 , crack growth life was calculated. When 
using AFGROW Tabular input method, Constant loading (σmax = 41.4MPa ,) 
R = 0.1 was chosen. The β  value was defined by user, which calculated in 
former calculation. This means using AFGROW Tabular input facility but not 
using any correlated   equations like Paris law, but use the raw test data. The 
model taken to calculation is drawn in Figure 4-14. At the beginning, the initial 
crack length is a0 = 63.5mm, while the width b=254mm. 
 
Figure 4-14  AFGROW crack growth model of Panel 1 
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Crack propagation would stop while the crack length reached the final crack 
length a=143.5mm. The method of AFGROW Tabular input chose the same 
data with the ASTM experiment [30], as shown in Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-15  /K da dN  curve of Al 2024-T351  
The CGL (Crack Growth Life) calculation results of Panel 1 were written in 
Table 4-5 and drawn in Figure 4-16. 
Table 4-5  Prediction results of crack growth life of Panel 1 
Method 
Crack Growth Life 
(Cycles) 
error 
Experiment 79159  
Paris Equation 83476 5.45% 
Tabular Input 118687 49.93% 
 
Figure 4-16  Prediction of crack growth curves and experiment 
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From Figure 4-16, it is quite clear that the result calculated by Paris law is much 
better than the tabular input result. This may be caused by the /K da dN 
curve provided by ASTM since there is a significant lower region in the curve. 
This will be discussed in detail in chapter 5. 
4.2.2 3D models 
4.2.2.1 Model building 
Considering the geometry and loading condition, only a quarter of the panel was 
modelled in favour of calculation. 
The load and boundary conditions was shown in Figure 4-17.Two types of 
boundary conditions were added into the geometry. In Y-Z symmetry, X 
displacements and Y and Z rotations were constrained. In X-Y symmetry, Z 
displacements and X and Y rotations were constrained except the crack 
location.  A pressure load with the stress 41.4MPa was applied in Z direction on 
the top surface.  
 
Figure 4-17  3D model of Panel 1 (one quarter) 
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4.2.2.2 Convergence test 
In order to get a proper grid size to do the calculation of panel 1, half crack a= 
63.5mm was taken to do the research to find out the relationship between grid 
size and the result using DE method. Grid size length would cut down gradually 
from 8mm to 1mm. The calculation results are list in Table 4-6, and curves are 
plotted in Figure 4-18. Considering both accuracy and time consuming, element 
size 3mm was taken in the calculation. 
Table 4-6  Convergence test results of panel 1 (3D) 
r 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
8 19.482  
6 19.687  
4 19.923  
3 19.991  
2 20.044  
 
Figure 4-18  Convergence test curve of panel 1 (3D) 
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4.2.2.3 SIF result 
The mesh of panel 1(3D) is shown in Figure 4-19. Altogether 22344 elements 
with the element type C3D20R were in the model. The element sizes were 3mm.  
 
 
Figure 4-19  3D element mesh of panel 1 
At first, the stress state and distribution is checked to confirm if the edge loads 
and constrains are correct. The calculation results are shown in Figure 4-20. 
Then, the SIF values were calculated at different crack lengths. The results are 
given in Table 4-7 and drawn in Figure 4-21 (in comparison with 2D results). 
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Figure 4-20  Stress distribution diagram of Panel 1 (3D) 
 
Table 4-7  SIF values with different crack length of Panel1 (3D) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
  
63.5 19.991 1.083 
73.5 21.623 1.088 
83.5 23.194 1.095 
93.5 24.828 1.108 
103.5 26.472 1.123 
113.5 28.158 1.141 
123.5 29.881 1.160 
133.5 31.742 1.186 
143.5 33.422 1.204 
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Figure 4-21  SIF results comparison of Panel 1 (2D and 3D) 
The geometry factor β values of different crack lengths were plotted in Figure 4-
22(compared with 2D results). 
 
Figure 4-22  β values comparison of Panel 1 (2D and 3D) 
The comparison results showed that, the results of 3D model are always slightly 
bigger than 2D model. 
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4.2.2.4 Crack Growth Life Prediction Results 
Paris law and AFGROW tabular input were used in life prediction. When using 
Paris law, C=0.534e-011 and n=3.9 were applied [29], and according to the 
Paris law equationd𝑎/𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶 ∆𝐾 𝑛 , crack growth life was calculated. When 
using AFGROW Tabular input method, Uniform amplitude loading (σmax =
41.4MPa ,) R = 0.1 was chosen. The β  value was defined by user, which 
calculated in former calculation. The model taken to calculation is shown in 
Figure 4-23. At the beginning, the initial crack length is a0 = 63.5mm, while the 
width b=254mm. 
 
Figure 4-23  AFGROW crack growth model of Panel 1 
Crack propagation would stop while the crack length reached the final crack 
length a=143.5mm. 
The CGL prediction results of Panel 1 were written in Table 4-8 and drawn in 
Figure 4-24 (compared with 2D model). 
Table 4-8  Prediction results of crack growth life of Panel 1 
Method 
Crack Growth Life 
(Cycles) 
error 
Experiment 79159  
Paris law 78797 -0.46% 
Using da/dN data 110140 39.14% 
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Figure 4-24  Crack growth curves (2D and 3D) and experiment results 
The results show that Tabular Input method gets a much longer life than the test 
result.  It may be caused by /K da dN  curve of 2024-T351 material, which 
has a significant pit in the middle region, resulting in a longer life at the 
beginning of the crack growth. This phenomenal will be discussed in chapter 5. 
4.3 Panel 2 
4.3.1 2D Model 
4.3.1.1 Model building 
According to the geometry and loading condition, a quarter of the panel is 
modelled in favour of calculation. 
The plane of shell reference is built in the central of the section of panel 2, as 
shown in Figure 4-25. 
 
Figure 4-25  Placement of the shell reference surface  
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The code pack ABAQUS 6.10-1 was taken in model is building and SIF 
calculation. The load and boundary conditions was shown in Figure 4-26. A 
tensile load with the stress 69.5MPa was applied in Z direction on the top shell 
edge. Two types of boundary conditions were added into the geometry. In Y-Z 
symmetry, X displacements and Y and Z rotations were constrained. In X-Y 
symmetry, Z displacements and X and Y rotations were constrained except the 
crack location. 
 
Figure 4-26  2D model of Panel 2 (one quarter) 
4.3.1.2 Convergence test 
In order to get a proper grid size to do the calculation of panel 2, half crack a= 
30mm was taken to do the research to find out the relationship between grid 
size and the result using DE method. Grid size length would cut down gradually 
from 8mm to 1mm. The calculation results are list in Table 4-9, and curves are 
plotted in Figure 4-27. Considering both accuracy and time consuming, element 
size 2mm was taken in the calculation. 
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Table 4-9  Convergence test results of panel 2 (2D) 
r 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
8 27.093 
6 27.383 
4 27.704 
3 27.903 
2 28.108 
1 28.252 
 
Figure 4-27  Convergence test curve of panel 2 (2D) 
4.3.1.3 SIF result 
The mesh of panel 1 is shown in Figure 4-28. Altogether 11052 elements with 
the element type S8R were in the model. The element sizes were 2 mm near 
the crack tip fields and 4 mm in the other parts.  
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Figure 4-28  2D element mesh of panel 2 
In the beginning the stress state and distribution were checked in order to 
confirm that the edge loads and constrains were accurate. The calculation 
results are shown in Figure 4-29. 
Finally, the SIF values of different crack lengths were calculated. When the 
crack reached the stiffener, the propagation rate in skin and stiffener was 
supposed to be 1:1. The same assumption was used in 3D model. This rate 
was also assumed to be other values, which was not discussed in this thesis. 
The results are given in Table 4-10 and drawn in Figure 4-30.  
 
Figure 4-29  Stress distribution diagram of Panel 2 (2D) 
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Table 4-10  SIF values with different crack length of Panel 2 (2D) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
  
25 27.103 1.392  
30 28.108 1.317  
35 29.342 1.273  
40 30.262 1.228  
45 30.384 1.163  
50 28.389 1.031  
55 39.971 1.384  
60 46.915 1.555  
70 48.726 1.495  
80 45.549 1.307  
85 44.83 1.248  
89.75 40.247 1.091  
91.75 41.984 1.125  
93.75 43.549 1.155  
97.75 63.575 1.651  
110 67.443 1.651  
120 62.221 1.458  
125 61.489 1.412  
130 55.513 1.250  
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Figure 4-30  SIF curve of Panel 2 (2D) 
The geometry factor β values of different crack lengths are plotted in Figure 4-
31.  
 
Figure 4-31  Geometry factor β curve of Panel 2 (2D) 
4.3.1.4 Crack Growth Life Prediction Results 
AFGROW tabular input was used in life prediction. When using AFGROW 
Tabular input method, Uniform amplitude loading (σ max=69,5MPa,R=0.08) was 
chosen. Theβ values which were calculated in former calculation, were inputted 
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by user. The model taken to calculation is shown in Figure 4-32. At the 
beginning, crack length is 25mm, and width 224.6mm. 
 
Figure 4-32  AFGROW crack growth model of Panel 2 
Crack propagation stopped when the crack length reached the final crack length 
a=130mm. The method of Tabular input used the same data with the 
experiment [30], as shown in Figure 4-33. 
 
Figure 4-33  /K da dN  curve of Al 2027-T351  
The CGL prediction results of Panel 2 were presented in Table 4-11 and plotted 
in Figure 4-34. 
 
Table 4-11  Prediction results of crack growth life of Panel 2 (2D) 
Method 
Crack Growth Life 
(Cycles) 
Differential Ratio 
Experiment 49000  
Using da/dN data 44167 -9.86% 
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Figure 4-34  Prediction of crack growth curves and experiment 
4.3.2 3D models 
4.3.2.1 Model building 
According to the geometry and loading condition, a quarter of the panel is 
modelled in favour of calculation. 
ABAQUS 6.10-1 was used in model building. The load and boundary conditions 
was shown in Figure 4-35.Two types of boundary conditions are added into the 
geometry. In Y-Z symmetry, X displacements and Y and Z rotations are 
constrained. In X-Y symmetry, Z displacements and X and Y rotations are 
constrained except the crack location.  A pressure load with the stress 69.5MPa 
is applied in Z direction on the top surface.  
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Figure 4-35  3D model of Panel 2 (one quarter) 
4.3.2.2 Convergence test 
In order to get a proper grid size to do the calculation of panel 2, half crack a= 
30mm was taken to do the research to find out the relationship between grid 
size and the result using DE method. Grid size length would cut down gradually 
from 8mm to 1mm. The calculation results are list in Table 4-12, and curves are 
plotted in Figure 4-36. Considering both accuracy and time consuming, element 
size 3mm was taken in the calculation. 
Table 4-12  Convergence test results of panel 2 (3D) 
r 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
8 26.637  
6 27.883 
4 28.512 
3 28.971 
2 29.233 
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Figure 4-36  Convergence test curve of panel 2 (3D) 
4.3.2.3 SIF result 
The model is built and analyzed with the code pack ABAQUS 6.10-1. Altogether 
22344 elements with the element type C3D20R are in the model. The element 
sizes are 3 mm. The mesh is drawn in Figure 4-37. 
 
Figure 4-37  3D element mesh of panel 2 
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At first, the stress state and distribution is checked to confirm if the edge loads 
and constrains are accurate. The calculation results are shown in Figure 4-38. 
Then, the SIF values of different crack lengths are calculated. The results are 
given in Table 4-13 and drawn in Figure 4-39 (compared with 2D results). 
 
Figure 4-38  Stress distribution diagram of Panel 2 (3D) 
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Table 4-13  SIF values with different crack length of Panel1 (3D) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
  
25 29.206  1.499  
30 28.971  1.358  
40 27.802  1.128  
50 24.792  0.900  
60 41.823  1.386  
65 42.932  1.367  
70 43.577  1.337  
80 43.664  1.253  
90 34.270  0.927  
100 59.669  1.532  
105 59.821  1.499  
110 59.481  1.456  
120 57.774  1.354  
130 45.098  1.015  
 
Figure 4-39  SIF results comparison of Panel 2 (2D and 3D) 
The geometry factor β values of different crack lengths were plotted in Figure 4-
40(compared with 2D results). 
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Figure 4-40  β values comparison of Panel 2 (2D and 3D) 
The results indicate that, due to affection of stiffener, the SIF values cut down 
gradually until the crack reaches the central line of the stiffener.  During the 
process of the crack through the stiffener, the SIF values increase rapidly. 
4.3.2.4 Crack Growth Life Prediction Results 
AFGROW tabular input was used in life prediction. When using AFGROW 
Tabular input method, Uniform amplitude loading (σ max=69,5MPa,R=0.08) was 
chosen. Theβ value was defined by user, which calculated in former calculation. 
The model taken to calculation is shown in Figure 4-41. At the beginning, crack 
length is 25mm, and width 224.6mm. 
 
Figure 4-41  Crack growth model of Panel 2 
Crack propagation stopped when the crack length reached the final crack length 
a=130mm. 
The CGL (Crack Growth Life) prediction results of Panel 2 were presented in 
Table 4-14 and plotted in Figure 4-42 (compared with 2D model). 
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Table 4-14  Prediction results of crack growth life of Panel 2 (3D) 
Method 
Crack Growth Life 
(Cycles) 
Differential Ratio 
Experiment 49000  
Using da/dN data 58401 17.14% 
 
 
Figure 4-42  Crack growth curves (2D and 3D) and experiment 
Before encountering the first stiffener, 2D and 3D results are almost the same 
and slightly small than the test results. When the crack reaches the stiffener, 2D 
results grow rapid. This phenomenal is probably caused by the 2D model 
defects, which cannot describe the crossing area of skin and stiffener very well. 
The disregard of the whole crossing region makes the SIF values higher than 
actual results. When using 3D model, the assumption in this region has 
significant influence in the final life prediction, which is discussed in detail in 
literature 20. In this article, the assumption of this region will be discussed in 
chapter 5. 
4.3.3 New interactive procedure 
During the previous calculation, when the crack crossed a stiffener, the crack 
growth rate of both panel and stiffener were supposed to be 1:1. But in the real 
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situation, it is not always the case. So, if the real crack growth rate at panel and 
stiffener can be calculated, it may get improvement in SIF results. 
2D model was used in this new method. According the flow chart introduced in 
Figure 3-10, both SIF values of panel and stiffener were calculated when the 
crack reach the first stiffener.  Then given a certain cycles, crack growth at both 
stiffener and panel could be calculated.  New model could be built with new 
crack at panel and stiffener, and SIF values could be calculated. Repeated this 
work until the crack crossed the stiffener. The whole procedure of the crack 
cross the first stiffener was computed in Table 4-15. 
Table 4-15  Procedure of the crack cross the first stiffener of Panel 2 
Initial crack 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
Cycles 
Crack growth 
(mm) 
New crack 
(mm) 
panel stiffener panel stiffener  panel stiffener panel stiffener 
52.85 4.0 29.67 23.75 1000 1 0 53.85 4.0 
53.85 4.0 28.64 24.88 1000 1 1 54.85 5.0 
54.85 5.0 35.12 28.42 500 1 0 55.85 5.0 
55.85 5.0 34.59 29.55 500 1 1 56.85 6.0 
56.85 6.0 41.20 32.30 500 2 1 58.85 7.0 
58.85 7.0 46.92 35.11 500 4 1 62.85 8.0 
62.85 8.0 50.95 39.18 200 3 1 65.85 9.0 
In short, it took a total of 4200 cycles when the crack crossed the first stiffener.  
The same method was used when the crack crossed the second stiffener. And 
the whole procedure of the crack cross the second stiffener was computed in 
Table 4-16.  
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Table 4-16  Procedure of the crack cross the second stiffener of Panel 2 
Initial crack 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
Cycles 
Crack growth 
(mm) 
New crack 
(mm) 
panel stiffener panel stiffener  panel stiffener panel stiffener 
93.75 4.0 41.55 31.54 500 2 0 95.75 4.0 
95.75 4.0 38.90 34.35 500 1 1 96.75 5.0 
96.75 5.0 48.02 39.43 200 2 1 98.75 6.0 
98.75 6.0 57.66 44.94 200 3 1 101.75 7.0 
101.75 7.0 65.40 57.88 100 3 2 104.75 9.0 
In short, it took a total of 1500 cycles when the crack crossed the second 
stiffener. 
When the crack tip was in the other place of the panel, the method used in SIF 
calculation was same with 2D model, and AFGROW was used in life prediction. 
The crack growth life of Panel 2 using new method was 45936 cycles and the 
result was plotted in Figure 4-43 (compared with 2D model). Compared with the 
experiment result, the result of new method got about 3.5% improvements than 
2D model. 
 
Figure 4-43  Crack growth curves of panel 2 using interactive method 
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4.4 Panel 3 
4.4.1 2D Model 
4.4.1.1 Model building 
Considering the geometry and loading condition, only a quarter of the panel is 
modelled in favour of calculation. 
Two types of boundary conditions are added into the geometry. In Y-Z 
symmetry, X displacements and Y and Z rotations are constrained. In X-Y 
symmetry, Z displacements and X and Y rotations are constrained except the 
crack location.  A tensile load with the stress 100MPa is applied in Z direction on 
the top shell edge. The plane of shell reference is built in the central of the 
section of panel 3.  
The model is built and analyzed using the ABAQUS 6.10-1 and its load and 
boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4-44. 
 
Figure 4-44  2D model of Panel 3 (one quarter) 
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4.4.1.2 Convergence test 
In order to get a proper grid size to do the calculation of panel 3, half crack a= 
40mm was taken to do the research to find out the relationship between grid 
size and the result using DE method. Grid size length would cut down gradually 
from 8mm to 1mm. The calculation results are list in Table 4-17, and curves are 
plotted in Figure 4-45. Considering both accuracy and time consuming, element 
size 3mm was taken in the calculation. 
Table 4-17  Convergence test results of panel 3 (2D) 
r 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
1 43.608  
2 43.383  
3 43.153  
4 42.736  
6 42.088  
8 42.250  
 
 
Figure 4-45  Convergence test curve of panel 3 (2D) 
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4.4.1.3 SIF result 
ABAQUS 6.10-1 is used in model building and analysis. Altogether 4678 
elements with the element type S8R are in the model. The element sizes are 3 
mm around the crack and 6mm in the other parts. The mesh is drawn in Figure 
4-46. 
 
Figure 4-46  2D element mesh of panel 3 
The stress state and distribution is checked to confirm if the edge loads and 
constrains are correct. The calculation results are shown in Figure 4-47. 
Then, the SIF values of different crack lengths are calculated. The results are 
given in Table 4-18 and drawn in Figure 4-48.  
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Figure 4-47  Stress distribution diagram of Panel 3 (2D) 
Table 4-18  SIF values with different crack length of Panel 3 (2D) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
  
12 28.558  1.471  
24 35.157  1.280  
40 43.153  1.217  
70 56.886  1.213  
100 70.744  1.262  
140 90.798  1.369  
160 99.595  1.405  
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Figure 4-48  SIF curve of Panel 3 (2D) 
The geometry factor β values of different crack lengths are plotted in Figure 4-
49. 
 
Figure 4-49  Geometry factor β curve of Panel 3 (2D) 
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4.4.1.4 Crack Growth Life Prediction Results 
Paris law and AFGROW tabular input were used in life prediction. When using 
Paris law, C=0.534e-011 and n=3.9 were applied [29], and according to the 
Paris law equationd𝑎/𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶 ∆𝐾 𝑛 , crack growth life was calculated. When 
using AFGROW Tabular input method, Uniform amplitude loading (σmax =
100MPa ,) R = 0.1 was chosen. The β  value was defined by user, which 
calculated in former calculation. At the beginning, crack length was a0 = 12mm, 
and the calculation stopped when the crack reached 160mm. The crack growth 
life was 10985cycles when using Paris law and 9834 cycles when using 
AFGROW tabular input. The crack growth curves are plotted in Figure 4-50. 
 
Figure 4-50  Prediction of crack growth curves 
4.4.2 3D models 
4.4.2.1 Model building 
According to the geometry and loading condition, a quarter of the panel is 
modelled in favour of calculation. 
Two types of boundary conditions are added into the geometry. In Y-Z 
symmetry, X displacements and Y and Z rotations are constrained. In X-Y 
symmetry, Z displacements and X and Y rotations are constrained except the 
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crack location.  A pressure load with the stress 100MPa is applied in Z direction 
on the top surface.  
The model with load and boundary conditions was shown in Figure 4-51. 
 
Figure 4-51  3D model of Panel 3 (one quarter) 
4.4.2.2 Convergence test 
In order to get a proper grid size to do the calculation of panel 3, half crack a= 
40mm was taken to do the research to find out the relationship between grid 
size and the result using DE method. Grid size length would cut down gradually 
from 8mm to 1mm. The calculation results are list in Table 4-19, and curves are 
plotted in Figure 4-52. Considering both accuracy and time consuming, element 
size 3mm was taken in the calculation. 
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Table 4-19  Convergence test results of panel 3 (3D) 
r 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
8 44.163 
6 43.961  
4 43.873 
3 43.759 
2 43.674 
 
Figure 4-52  Convergence test curve of panel 3 (3D) 
4.4.2.3 SIF result 
The mesh of panel 3(3D) is shown in Figure 4-53. Altogether 23520 elements 
with the element type C3D20R were in the model. The element sizes were 3mm.  
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Figure 4-53  3D element mesh of panel 3 
At first, the stress state and distribution was checked to confirm that the edge 
loads and constrains were correct. The calculation results are shown in Figure 
4-54. 
Then, the SIF values of different crack lengths are calculated. The results are 
given in Table 4-20 and drawn in Figure 4-55.  
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Figure 4-54  Stress distribution diagram of Panel 3 (3D) 
Table 4-20  SIF values with different crack length of Panel 3 (3D) 
a 
(mm) 
K 
( mMPa ) 
  
12 29.861  1.538  
24 35.821  1.305  
40 43.759  1.234  
70 57.559  1.227  
100 71.467  1.275  
140 91.660  1.382  
160 100.523  1.418  
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Figure 4-55  SIF curve of Panel 3 (2D and 3D) 
The geometry factor β values of different crack lengths compared with the 2D 
results are plotted in Figure 4-56. 
 
Figure 4-56  Geometry factor β  curve of Panel 3 (2D and 3D) 
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4.4.2.4 Crack Growth Life Prediction Results 
Paris law and AFGROW tabular input were used in life prediction. When using 
Paris law, C=0.534e-011 and n=3.9 were applied [29], and according to the 
Paris law equationd𝑎/𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶 ∆𝐾 𝑛 , crack growth life was calculated. When 
using AFGROW Tabular input method, Constant loading (σmax = 100MPa ,) 
R = 0.1 was chosen. The β  value was defined by user, which calculated in 
former calculation. At the beginning, crack length was  a0 = 12mm , and the 
calculation stopped when the crack reached 160mm. The crack growth life was 
10103cycles when using Paris law and 8766 cycles when using AFGROW 
tabular input. The crack growth curves are plotted in Figure 4-57. 
 
Figure 4-57  Prediction of crack growth curves [33] 
The results show that, all 2D and 3D model with Pairs law and Tabular input 
methods get similar crack growth cycles, which are less than test results. High 
stress lever and very thin in thickness maybe the main reasons cause the 
results not as good as the previous panels. So，It is very important to calculate 
the plastic zone of this thin panel. 
 According to Irwin’s first estimate of the plastic zone size [34], the plastic zone 
size is equal to the distance ry , see Figure 4-58. And the equation is in 4-1. 
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2π
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(4-1) 
 
Figure 4-58  Irwin's first estimate of the plastic zone size 
The actual plastic zone size must be larger than ry  , since the load represented 
by the shaded area in figure 4-58 must still be sustained. Irwin proposed that 
this plasticity makes the crack behave as if it were larger than its actual physical 
size, in Figure 4-59. And he gave the modification in 4-2. 
rp = 2ry =
1
π
 
KI
σys
 
2
 
(4-2) 
 rp  is the corrected plastic zone size. 
 
Figure 4-59  Irwin's second estimate of the plastic zone size 
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The plastic zone of panel 3 at several points were calculated and listed in table 
4-21. 
Table 4-21  Crack length and the corresponding plastic zone 
a 
(mm) 
Plastic zone size 
 ry  
(mm) 
 rp  
(mm) 
12 1.34  2.69  
24 1.93  3.87  
40 2.89  5.77  
70 4.99  9.98  
100 7.70  15.39  
140 12.66  25.32  
According to results in table 4-21,  rp   is much bigger than thickness t. Hence, 
the life prediction of panel 3 is not as good as previous two panels when using 
previous methods. 
As introduced in chapter 3, Nasgro equation is also an effective method in crack 
growth prediction, especially the crack closure model, which considers the 
affection of plastic zone. Hence, Nasgro equation with crack closure model is 
also used in the life prediction of model 3. During the calculation, some constant 
data are modified according to literature 29, c=0.53E-9, n=3.9, q=0.1 compared 
with c=9.22E-9, n=3.353, q=1 in AFGROW database.  Figure 4-60 gives the 
results of Nasgro equation. It is 29301(2D)and 26606(3D) cycles separately  
compared with test result 29270cycles. 
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Figure 4-60  Prediction of crack growth curves using Nasgro equation [33] 
It is obviously that Nasgro equation with crack closure model gets very good 
results in thin panel’s crack growth life prediction. 
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5 Discussion 
5.1 Methods discussion 
5.1.1 Boundary Condition 
Boundary condition should exactly represent the experiment condition and must 
be carefully modelled. The loading is specified as stress-controlled in the finite 
element models. The loading is carried out as displacement-controlled in the 
experiment. So define the applied stress is an important parameter in SIF 
calculation and it will influence the SIF values directly. 
5.1.2 2D and 3D model 
2D and 3D methods were used in this article in SIF calculation. 2D model was 
the first choice because it was easier to build and quicker to analyze for its 
fewer number of elements compared with 3D model.  The calculation results 
also showed that the SIF values from 3D model were always slightly bigger than 
2D model results when the crack did not reach the stiffener. While the crack 
reached the stiffener, 2D model could not describe the situation, and the 
crossing region was neglected. Hence, the results might not be accuracy. 
In summarise, when the crack is far from the stiffener, 2D and 3D model are 
both valid for the SIF calculation, and 2D model seems more efficient. While the 
crack reaches the stiffener, especially in the crossing region, due to the model 
restrictions of 2D model. It is better to choose 3D model. 
 
5.1.3 Assumptions 
Two assumptions were made in the calculation.  The first one was that the 
crack front was assumed to be straight for 3D model. It meant that along the 
thickness direction, the crack propagation rates would be the same. This 
assumption made easier the simulation of crack. While in the real situation, this 
was not always the case.  When the crack was short, crack in the stringer side 
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grew faster than flat side. This phenomenon was described in literature [20] and 
drawn in Figure 2-7. It was also encountered during the calculation of three 
integral panels. The second one was the crack growth rates in skin and stringer 
were assumed to be the same, although it might be different with different 
structures and materiel. 
5.1.4 New interactive method 
In order to overcome the error caused by the second assumption, new 
interactive method was introduced in calculation.  When applying this new 
method, the crack growth in skin and stringer would be calculated respectively. 
When crossing the first stringer, the crack grew 17mm in the panel and 9mm in 
the stiffener, and the growth rate was about 2:1. When crossing the second 
stringer, the crack grew 15mm in the panel and 9mm in the stiffener, and the 
growth rate was about 1.7:1. So, although it would cost more time in calculation, 
it made the result more accuracy. 
5.2 Al 2024-T351 dNda / curve discussion 
When using AFGROW tabular input method in Panel 1’s life calculation, the 
errors of the results were more than 40%.  They were much higher than the 
results calculated by Paris law. The situation might be caused by the dNda /
curve of Al 2024-T351 (Figure 5-1 ASTM data), because these points could not 
be connected into a straight line. Hence, another curve of Al 2024-T351 was 
selected in life prediction, and it was come from FAA test result [31], as shown 
in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1  /K da dN  curve of Al 2024-T351 [31] 
The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 5-2. The results were 62885 
cycles (2D model) and 60795 cycles (3D model), and the error was about -20%, 
compared with the test result. 
 
Figure 5-2  Crack growth curves of Panel 2 
5.3 Cross-region description 
There would be many kinds of assumptions when the crack grew to the cross-
region of panel and stiffener in panel 2. In this thesis, it was ignored when using 
2D model, because of the model restrictions.  While using 3D model, the 
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assumption of the crack is shown in Figure 5-3. In the stiffener, the crack was 
supposed to be a quarter–circle. And in the panel, the crack was supposed to 
be a line, with the same length of the radius of the quarter–circle. Then, the 
cracks grew respectively in the panel and the stiffener with the same speed, 
until through the stiffener completely. 
 
Figure 5-3  Crack assumption of Panel 2 (3D) 
Compared with the test result, the final crack growth life is about 17% error 
when choosing this assumption. So, this kind of assumption is reasonable in the 
use of engineering. 
5.4 Crack Growth Life Results Discussion 
The crack growth lives of three panels are not predicted very accurate, 
especially for the panel3 only half cycles of the test data. . 
There could be two reasons why the crack growth life predictions are not 
accurate. The first one is that the SIF results are calculated based on finite 
element model. Due to limitations of time and hardware, it is hard to get very 
accurate values, while the prediction results are rather sensitive with these 
values. Another one is the limitation of methods used in life prediction 
procedure. Each method has advantage and restrictions. So It is very hard for 
each panel choosing proper method. 
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6 Conclusion and future work 
6.1 Conclusion 
In this thesis, three different integral metallic skin-stringer panels are analyzed 
with 2D and 3D method. The analysis includes two steps:  calculation of stress 
intensity factor and crack propagation analysis. The whole process show that 
although the results are not accurate to some extents, most of the results are 
acceptable in the use of engineering compared with the test results.  Following 
conclusions are based on the analysis of this article. 
1. Both 2D and 3D models with displacement method are good methods in 
calculation of stress intensity factor.  
2. Compared with 3D model, only one forth of elements is needed in 2D 
model, it can save much time in calculation. 
3. In the area away from the stiffener, the SIF values calculated from 3D 
model are slightly bigger than 2D values. While in the skin-stringer joint 
region, 3D model shows better accuracy than 2D model. 
4. New interactive procedure can get more accuracy results than 2D model 
although it spends more time in calculation. 
6.2 Future work 
Due to the time limit, the author could only finish part of this program. There are 
many parts for improvement and recommendations for the future work as follow: 
1. Since not well modelled with panel 3, new method could be used in 
stress intensity factor calculation of this panel, such as compounding 
method [32], which may get accuracy values. 
2. It is very hard to get fine mesh, when the crack grows to the skin-stringer 
crossing area. Do more research in this area, and calculate the stress 
intensity factor in this region is very important. 
3. New interactive method is only used in 2D method; it can also be used in 
3D model, which may also improve calculation results. 
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ABSTRACT 
From March to early September 2011, the author paid main attention in a group 
design project (GDP) of the conceptual design of a 200-seat flying wing aircraft. 
So the author would like to give a brief introduction of the GDP work. 
There are four stages in the GDP conceptual design process. The first stage is 
market analysis, from March to June 2011. In this stage, information is collected 
from aircraft manufacturers, operators, and design companies to find out what 
kind of aircraft is actually needed. The second stage is conventional aircraft 
design, from June to middle July. During this period, a 250-seat middle-range 
aircraft is designed with the range 4000 Nautical miles and Mach0.80. As family 
issue, a long-range conventional aircraft is also designed with the same wings, 
but the range changes to 7000 Nautical miles and Mach0.85. The third stage is 
from July to early August. At this time, the flying-wing aircraft design is finished 
with the range 7000 Nautical miles and Mach0.82. The last stage is document 
preparing and final presentation mainly in the August. 
That is all the GDP work, and the next step detail design of the flying wing 
aircraft will be performed by another design group. 
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1 Introduction 
The main objective of this Group Design Program is to design a new generation 
commercial aircraft which may be used both Chinese domestic market and 
global market in future. Therefore, Flying Wing aircraft should be designed to 
meet these two markets’ requirements. 
During the conceptual design process from March to September, all the 
research work is applying civil aircraft design technology to obtain a set of 
parameters, sizing configuration, and so on. Simultaneously, all the above 
results will be conservation in computer and be delivered to the next design 
group as the design inputs. 
In order to achieve our objective, all the AVIC students were involved in the 
program. Every student was responsible for one part of each stage of the whole 
project and they were divided into several small groups. Each group had to 
work together, collect information and exchange their views. When facing with 
difficult problems, students could get help from supervisors of the group. 
The major responsibility of the author is market research and analysis at first 
phase. Then do 3-D drawing of conventional aircraft and cabin structural of 
flying Wing aircraft in the next two phases. At last, the author prepares paper 
about market analysis for final presentation. 
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2 Market survey and analysis 
During the conceptual design stage, the first design task of Flying Wing aircraft 
design group is to survey and analyze the current and future civil aviation 
market. At the end of this phase, the initial design requirements such as target 
market, design range, seat capacity, service time, flight speed, operating 
requirements, airport, and family issue should be defined. 
2.1 Target market 
Global gross domestic product (GDP) growth drives the aircraft demand. 
According to the Boeing Company’s long-term market prediction, the global 
economic growth will gradually increase 3.2% per year in 20 years (see figure 
2-1) [1]. Especially in Asia, the speed of economic growth is much higher than 
any other place of the world. Table 2-1 gives the data predicted by Boeing and 
China commercial about the average GDP growth rate in next 20 years. 
Simultaneously, the world passenger traffic is expected to grow by 4.8% per 
year according to Airbus prediction over the 2009-2029 periods (see figure 2-2) 
[2].  COMAC compares the fleet percentage between 2009 and 2029 (see 
figure 2-3) [3], and China will have the most increase in next 20 years. 
 
Figure2-1 World economic growth [1] 
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Table2-1 Average GDP growth rate in next 20 years 
company 
Asia 
Pacific 
North 
America 
Europe 
Middle 
East 
Latin 
America 
CIS Africa China World 
Boeing 4.6 2.7 1.9 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.4 7.3 3.2 
China 
commercial 
4.4 2.63 1.96 4.84 3.84 3.16 5.21 5.87 3.71 
 
Figure2-2 World air traffic growth [2] 
 
Figure2-3 Percentage of aircraft fleet in 2009 and 2029 [2] 
To sum up, accompanied by the GDP growth, the demand for new passenger 
aircrafts will grow at a rate of 4.8 percent per year in next 20 years. Besides, 
Chinese domestic transportation market is the most vivid in the world civil 
aircraft market. Therefore, it is possible to design our Flying Wing aircraft to fly 
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in Chinese domestic market firstly. Then Europe and North-America market 
should also be considered because of large market occupation. 
2.2 Seat capacity 
According to Boeing Company’s research, nowadays, single-aisle aircraft 
occupies 61 percent of the total aircraft fleet (see Figure2-4). The single-aisle 
fleet will be double in the next 20 years from 11,580 to 25,000 airplanes and 
represent 69 percent of the total fleet. In Asia, due to the rise of economies, the 
average growth rate will reach 4.4 percent.  
.  
Figure2-4 Occupation of all kinds’ airplanes 
Boeing, Airbus and COMAC all give their prediction about the deliveries of 
various airplanes and their value from 2009 to 2029[1] [3] [5] (see Table2-2). 
According to their prediction, Twin aisle aircraft occupies the biggest value. 
Table2-2 Aircraft deliveries and their value 
 Global Aircraft Deliveries and Value 
 Large Twin aisle Single aisle Regional jet 
 Deliveries 
Value 
Billion 
Deliveries 
Value 
Billion 
Deliveries 
Value 
Billion 
Deliveries 
Value 
Billion 
Boeing 720 220 7,100 1,630 21,160 1,680 1,920 60 
Airbus 1,740 576 6,240 1,344 17,870 1,280   
COMAC   6,916 1,682.3 19,921 1,580.5 3,396 133.5 
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The strategy of China is another reason should be considered when design a 
new airplane. According to the research (see figure 2-5 [3]), the whole process 
of Chinese design its own aircraft can be divided into four stages. The first 
stage is regional jet, and ARJ21 has been successful designed. The second 
stage is single aisle, and China are preparing for C919 designing now. The third 
stage should be a twin aisle airplane to meet the biggest value market. 
 
Figure2-5 Stages of china aircraft development 
In conclusion, regional jet ARJ21, seat capacity 70-90, will put into service soon. 
Single aisle C919, seat capacity 150-180, is under development. Therefore, the 
Flying Wing aircraft should be from 200 to 250 seats.  
2.3 Operators research 
The research is about all kinds of 150-250 seat aircraft and the operators who 
are using those airplanes. Considering the main market is domestic China, the 
research is concentrated in Chinese operators. 
2.3.1 Overview of the 150-250 seat aircraft 
At present, many 150-250 seat civil aircraft are in service, including Airbus A320 
family, Boeing 737 family, some McDonnell Douglas aircraft (M82, M90) and 
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Russian aircraft (TU5), which will be presented in Table 2-3. The ranges of 
those aircraft are shown in Figure 2-6. 
Table2-3 150-200 seat aircraft 
Type Seats Company 
A320series 
A318-100 107（Ⅱ） 117（Ⅰ）  
Airbus 
A319-100 124（Ⅱ） 142（Ⅰ） 
A320-200 150（Ⅱ） 180（Ⅰ）  
A321-200 185（Ⅱ） 220（Ⅰ）  
B737series 
B737-100 104（Ⅱ） 118（Ⅰ） 
Boeing 
B737-400 146（Ⅱ） 168（Ⅰ） 
B737-500 
110（Ⅱ） 132（Ⅰ） 
B737-600 
B737-700 
128（Ⅱ） 149（Ⅰ） 
737-700ER 
B737-800 162（Ⅱ） 189（Ⅰ） 
B737-900ER 177（Ⅱ） 215（Ⅰ） 
M82、M90 About 150 
McDonnell 
Douglas 
TU5 About 150 Russia company 
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Figure2-6 150-250 seat aircraft and their range 
2.3.2 Chinese operators 
All together, there are 46 operators in China, and three of them are central 
enterprises companies which are much larger than others, Air China, China 
Eastern Airlines and China Southern Airlines. Some Local state-owned 
enterprises companies are also very large, such as Hainan Airlines, Sichuan 
Airlines and Shenzhen Airlines. Besides, some private enterprises also operate 
well, especially Spring Airlines, which grows much faster than other companies. 
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2.3.2.1 Air China 
China Airlines was established in July 1988. It is one of the three largest Airlines 
in China with the employee more than 23,000, and Beijing is the company’s 
headquarter.  By the end of July 2009, it has 278 aircraft. Table 2-4 lists parts of 
the airplane. Domestic and International routes are drawn in Figure 2-7. 
Table2-4 Parts of aircraft owned by Air China 
Type 
Number 
(ended July 2009) 
A319 33 
A320 5 
A321 3 
A330-200 20 
A340-300 6 
B737-300 38 
B737-700 20 
B737-800 47 
B757-200 13 
B767-200 3 
B767-300 7 
B777-200 10 
B747-400 12 
  
Figure2-7 Domestic and International routes of Air China 
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2.3.2.2 China Eastern Airlines 
China Eastern Airlines was established in June 1988. It is the one of three 
largest Airlines in China with the employee more than 60,000, and Shanghai is 
the company’s headquarter.  By the end of January 2010, it has more than 330 
medium-sized aircraft. China Eastern Airlines fleet includes major Airbus A300, 
A320, A330, A340, Boeing 737, Boeing 767, MD-90 and CRJ-200, ERJ-145, etc. 
Table 2-5 lists parts of the airplane. Domestic and International routes are 
drawn in Figure 2-8. 
Table2-5 Parts of aircraft owned by China Eastern Airlines 
Type 
Number 
(ended April 2011) 
A319-100 15 
A320-200 97 
A321-200 21 
A330-200 5 
A330-300 15 
A340-300 5 
A340-600 5 
A300-600R 7 
737-300 16 
737-700 43 
737-800 17 
767-300ER 1 
CRJ-200 5 
ERJ-145 10 
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Figure2-8 Domestic and International routes of China Eastern Airlines 
2.3.2.3 China Southern Airlines 
China Southern Airlines was established in 1991. It is the one of three largest 
Airlines in China with the employee more than 13,000, and Guangzhou is the 
company’s headquarter.  By the end of January 2010, it has more than 400 
medium-sized aircraft. China Eastern Airlines fleet includes major Boeing 
777,747,757,737, Airbus A330, 321,320,319,300,380 etc. Table 2-6 lists parts 
of the airplane. Domestic and International routes are drawn in Figure 2-9. 
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Table2-6 Parts of aircraft owned by China Southern Airlines 
Type 
Number 
(ended May 2011) 
A319-100 41 
A320-200 64 
A321-200 57 
A330-200 9 
A330-300 8 
A380-800 5 
A300-600R 3 
737-300 25 
737-700 31 
737-800 50 
757-200 15 
777-200 4 
777-200ER 6 
777-200F 5 
787-8 10 
ATR72 5 
ERJ145 6 
MD-90 7 
 
Figure2-9 Domestic and International routes of China Southern Airlines 
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2.3.2.3 China Hainan Airlines 
China Hainan Airlines was established in January 1993. It is the fourth largest 
Airlines in China, and Haikou is the company’s headquarter. By the end of 
February 2011, it has 258 aircraft most of them are Boeing 737 series aircraft. 
Table 2-7 lists parts of the airplane. Domestic routes are drawn in Figure 2-10. 
Table2-7 Parts of aircraft owned by China Hainan Airlines 
Type 
Number 
(ended February 2011) 
A319-100 29 
A320-200 7 
A330-200 7 
737-300 7 
737-300F 9 
737-400 9 
737-700 10 
737-800 74 
747-400F 4 
Dornier 328 29 
ERJ-145 24 
ERJ-190 34 
 
Figure2-10 Domestic routes of China Hainan Airlines 
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2.4 Design Range 
The Figure 2-11 gives the 20-year traffic growth and 2029 world RPK predicted 
by Airbus. Domestic China will be the second large market in next 20 years.  
 
Figure 2-11 2009 and 2029 traffic volume[3] 
When choosing the proper market, the first choice is domestic China, and it will 
occupy more than 7% of world RPK. The next goal is European and American, 
so the Flying Wing aircraft should be able to fly all around the world. Figure2-12 
gives the place the Flying Wing aircraft can reach if the range is 7000 Nautical 
miles. It is enough for the aircraft reach Europe and North America. So the 
design range is 7000nm. 
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Figure2-12 Place Flying Wing aircraft can reach  
2.4 Cruise Speed 
According to the survey of same size aircraft B767 and A330, their cruise speed 
is M0.8 and M0.82 separately. B787 is a new advance aircraft with the cruise 
speed M0.85. So the cruise speed for Flying Wing aircraft will between M0.8 to 
M0.85. 
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2.5 Operating Requirements 
It is obviously that fuel pays a very important role in the whole operating cost. 
According to Boeing’s survey, the relationship between fuel and operating cost 
in recent years is shown in figure2-13 [8]. 
 
Figure2-13 Fuel and operating cost relationship 
So, saving the oil means reducing the operating cost. The target of the airplane 
is 25% oil saving. 
2.6 Airport Requirement 
The classification of airport is shown in Figure2-14. Considering the figure of 
Flying Wing aircraft, 4E airports is required at least. 
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Figure2-14 Airport classification 
Then next survey is about main airport in China, see figure 2-15 [9]. In all, 20 
airports can be used for Flying Wing aircraft taking off and landing. The list is 
shown in Table 2-8. 
 
Figure2-15 main airport in China [9] 
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Table 2-8 4E airport in China 
 Airport 
Passenger 
throughput 
Increase over the 
previous year 
1 Beijing Capital Airport 65,375,095 19.8% 
2 Guangzhou Baiiyun Airport 37,048,712 10.8% 
3 Shanghai Pudong Airport 31,921,019 13.1% 
4 Shanghai Hongqiao Airport 25,078,538 9.6% 
5 Shenzhen Biaoan Airport 24,486,406 14.4% 
6 Chengdu Shuanliu Airport 22,637,762 31.3% 
7 Wujiabao Airport 18,945,716 19.3% 
8 Xi'an Xianyang Airport 15,294,947 28.3% 
9 Hangzhou Xiaoshan Airport 14,944,715 17.9% 
10 Chongqing Jianbei Airport 14,038,044 26.0% 
11 Xiamen Airport 11,327,871 20.7% 
12 Wuhan Tianhe Airport 11,303,767 22.8% 
13 
Changsha Huanghua 
Airport 
11,284,282 33.5% 
14 Nanjing airport 10,837,222 22.0% 
15 Qingdao Airport 9,660,129 17.8% 
16 Dalian Zhoushuizi Airport 9,550,365 16.4% 
17 Haikou Meilan Airport 8,390,478 2.0% 
18 Sanya Phoenix Airport 7,941,345 32.2% 
19 Shenyang Tao Xian airport 7,504,828 10.2% 
20 Zhengzhou Airport 7,342,427 24.7% 
2.7 Manufacture research 
The survey is mainly concentrated in AVIC manufacture companies. Since 1950, 
more than 30 types of civilian and military aircraft have been manufactured in 
those companies. In recent years, AVIC also has participated in subcontract 
work of B747, B757, B787, A310, A320, A330, A340, A350; MD-90 and 
FALCON2000/7X, G150/250, Figure2-16 [1] gives the Boeing 737 work-share in 
China. 
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Figure2-16 Boeing 737 work-share in China [10] 
China has advantage Components manufacturing capacity. Titanium alloy heat 
shaping, Shot penning forming and strengthening, hydro-forming of aircraft 
sheet metals, fatigue resistance manufacturing and connecting technology, and 
composite material manufacturing technology are all widely used in 
Components manufacturing. In C919, the use of composite materials will 
account for 20% [7].  
2.8 Conclusion 
According to our research, it seems that Boeing and Airbus share most of the 
aircraft manufacturing market in the range of 150-250 seating-capacities. 
However, new manufacturers are emerging to break this duopoly. A seating 
capacity of 150-200 is more popular among airlines. Operating costs seem to 
be the main driver to buy an aircraft rather than the seating-capacity of the 
aircraft. Most aircraft manufacturers tend to increase the percentage of 
composite materials to manufacture major components (fairings, part of the 
wings, cockpit). Airbus and Boeing tend to have more collaboration with other 
countries (India, Brazil), in particular with China. Considering the whole 
domestic and international demands, the Flying Wing airplane should be: 
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a) A twin-aisle, 250 seats international aircraft; 
b) 7500 nm range, M 0.80-0.85 cruise speed; 
c) Taking-off and Landing at 4E airports; 
d) Better fuel efficiency; 
e) Flexible operating capabilities; 
f) Be able to manufacture in China. 
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3 Cabin Structure 
Compared with conventional cylindrical pressurized fuselage, Non-circular 
pressurized fuselage brings two problems in cabin design. Firstly, with the 
increase in the number of passengers, emergency evacuation window will 
reduce. Secondly, non-circular cabin will increase moment stress greatly, 
causing an increase in structure weight. Figure 3-1 illustrates a cylindrical and a 
square box fuselage under internal pressure. It is clear that high stress is a 
serious problem for a non-circular cabin. 
 
Figure 3-1 A cylindrical and a square fuselage under internal pressure 
In order to solve the problem and reduce the stress and weight, four kinds of 
fuselage structure are discussed in cabin structure design process of Blended-
Wing-Body (BWB) aircraft [11], including Conventional multi-bubble, Columned 
multi-bubble, Ribbed/honeycomb panel and Y-braced panel, which are 
presented in Figure 3-2.  During the process of Cabin Structure of flying wing 
aircraft, last two layouts are through heated discussions. The advantages of 
Honeycomb panel are easy to layout and its high cabin space availability, while 
the disadvantages are also significant that it is very difficult to manufacture and 
maintain.  When it turns to Y-braced panel, it reduces the bending at the joint of 
the roof and cabin walls and its skin provides higher bending stiffness without 
adding significant weight penalty. And it is easier to maintain than previous one. 
The evaluations of four structures are presented in Table 3-1. 
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Conventional multi-bubble                            Columned multi-bubble 
  
Ribbed/honeycomb panel                                   Y-braced panel 
Figure 3-2 Four kinds of cabin structures 
Table 3-1 Evaluations of four structures 
  
multi bubble integrated structure 
conventional columned Ribbed  Y-braced  
Technique ★★★★ ★ ★★ ★★★ 
Manufacture ★★★★★ ★★ ★★ ★★★ 
Weight ★★ ★★★★ ★★ ★★★★ 
Effective space ★ ★★ ★★★★ ★★★  
Maintenance ★★★ ★★ ★★ ★★★ 
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According the results of discussing, Y-braced panel is chosen in cabin structure. 
Figure 3-3 describes the Y-braced panel in the inner wing. 
  
Figure 3-3 Y-braced panel in the inner wing 
3 Conclusion and future work 
Appendix A covers parts of the work that author has done during the conceptual 
design process of flying wing aircraft. All the work is finished by several groups 
of students who devote their time and energy to do the research. 
Next stage is preliminary design progress. The future work will concentrated on 
more detail parameters of the flying wing aircraft. 
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